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Introduction
Covid-19 has been a watershed moment for many asset-heavy firms, and the oil and gas industry is
among the worst hit. They are not only grappling with volatile crude prices due to rapidly changing
supply and demand scenarios, but also reinvent themselves rapidly as the world embraces a
reduction in carbon footprint. Operating under such conditions, oil and gas companies are forced to
be innovative and transform themselves to sustain for the future.
The adoption of digital technologies is at the heart of this transformation and digital twin is a
technology that looks promising. Digital twins are virtual representations of physical assets
throughout an asset life cycle. As per Gartner’s1 top 10 oil and gas trends 2021, digital twins will
deliver business value through increased integration of internal systems, human activity, and external
ecosystem.
As per a pre-Covid forecast, the global market for digital twin was expected to grow 38% annually to
reach $16B by 2023 and $25B by 2025 2,3 . However, with the advent of Covid, the digital twin market
is expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate of 58% from $3.1B in 2020 to $48.2B by
20264. Digital twins can also unlock additional benefits of $1.3T of economic value and 7.5 Gt CO2
emission reduction between 2021 to 20305.

Improved asset performance

Improved health and safety of operations

Reduction in capital and
operational expenditure

Reduction in carbon footprint

Better, faster, earlier
decision maker

Better work experience through better
training, what-if simulations, etc.

Efficient operations

Improved risk mitigation

Exhibit 1 - Values unlocked for oil & gas industry by using digital twin
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Digital twins - Challenges
While digital twin technology offers great potential to
transform business and operations, oil and gas
companies are facing challenges in adopting it on a
broader scale. According to a 2018 survey by Tech Pro
Research, 70% of the digital transformation6 initiatives
will not reach their stated goals, and the statistics won’t
be too different for digital twin implementation. Why
does a successful digital twin implementation pose a
challenge?
Many global organizations fail to achieve the full
potential of the technology for reasons illustrated below:
Looking at digital twin as a technology problem
rather than a business problem
Since there are so many digital twin technologies in the
market, organizations end up looking at this problem as
a choice of technology. Organizations must realize that
digital twin technologies have different capabilities and
maturity levels across what they can and cannot
provide. The selection of digital twin use cases should
be guided by the organization’s business strategy and
requirements and not based on what technology can
do.
Adoption challenges
Digital twin technologies bring tectonic shifts to the way
businesses operate, and organizations may not be
ready to adopt the changes. These manifest due to the
following reasons:
•

Lack of awareness: digital twin is an evolving
technology, and if the leadership and operational
teams are not fully aware of what it is or what it can
do, then they either fail to invest time/money into it,
or they lack the necessary conviction, which leads to
downstream issues. The lack of awareness leads to
uncertainty and unrealistic expectation of outcomes.

•

Stakeholder alignment is hard: because of the
way digital twin technologies affect different areas of
the company; all the stakeholders need to be
completely aligned for it to be successful. Achieving
stakeholder alignment is easier said than done.

•

Lack of cross-organizational synergy: in large
organizations, it is quite common for departments
and functions to continue to operate in silos, with
their respective department’s goals in focus. The
lack of synergies will lead to reduced value derived
from the implementation of digital twin.

Going big
In order to deliver quick and significant impact,
organizations sometimes take up ambitious and
complex use cases with several million dollars’ worth of
budget.
Thus, these uncertainties in selecting the use cases can
pose the following challenges:
• Risks of program failure,
• Losing top management interest if outcomes are not
shown quickly,
• Producing interim solutions which may not directly
link to a business value but only act as building
blocks.
Thereby, those use cases would not be able to prove
value within a financial cycle.

Building solutions that cannot scale or sustain
Implementing proof of concept solutions that cannot be
scaled or sustained is not enough. To stand the test of
time, the solutions must be built with an intention to
scale and sustain.

Not setting up the right data foundations
For a digital twin technology to work well, it must have
the necessary foundations in data. If these foundations
are weak, the digital twin technologies will yield less
value over time and/or lose the interest of the
stakeholders. The article7 on the iceberg problem with
data and business intelligence gathering explains this
issue.

Not giving sufficient importance to security
requirements
According to Gartner’s estimation, 75% of the digital
twins for IoT-connected OEM products will utilize at
least five different kinds of integration endpoints by
2023. These numerous endpoints would generate huge
volumes of data and potential access points for security
vulnerabilities. Hence, the organizations should identify
these endpoints and the possible security vulnerabilities
to implement required security protocols for avoiding
any risks on the digital twin model8.
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Addressing these challenges
Digital twin applications may have their set of challenges, and the solutions are still
evolving. As the adoption of digital twin increases across industries, companies should
focus on adopting the Digital Twin in a phased manner by implementing quick wins to
ensure early commercial value and build on it to expand the use cases by achieving ROI in
the long run.

Building the digital twin roadmap
It is a daunting and unsolved problem to identify
which use cases to go after, which technology to
choose, and the approach to take. There are costs
involved in terms of people, time, and efforts to build
the digital twin model along with investment in
infrastructure. It is crucial to be able to show the value
of this investment through returns in business value
on a sustainable basis.
Organizations can use the DFV (Desirability,
Feasibility and Viability) framework to solve this
dilemma9. Exhibit 2 explains the approach that helps
the decision-makers to align the digital twin use cases
against the actual business value. Considering the
complexity of implementing digital twin, this
methodology will help decision-makers to identify how
to implement digital twin technologies in their firm.
Further, it also enables the business to arrive at the
right KPIs and predict the ROI from implementation.
Each digital twin use case is assessed for its DFV
(Desirability, Feasibility, and Viability). Laying these
use cases in this manner clearly provides a roadmap
of which use cases to go after and why as below:

Zone 1 - Bang the Buck zone: The top right
quadrant with larger bubble sizes of use case are the
easy low hanging fruits, i.e. they have a lot of
business value and are relatively easier to implement
in a cost-effective, sustainable manner.
Zone 2 - Waiting zone is the intersection of hard
implementation but high value for the business use
cases. This denotes the maturity of technology and to
wait further by substantially supporting through
detailed market research as and when available for
the use cases in this quadrant.
Ideally, with the Pareto (80-20) principle, a big chunk
of business value usually is realized within zone 1 and
2, and a conscious choice to stop here could be
taken.
Zone 3 - Backlog zone as it brings a low business
value but easy to implement use cases. These could
be done once the Zone 1 items are finished and there
are no Zone 2 items to pick up in the meantime.
Zone 4 - Avoid zone which is the intersection of hard
to do items and low value for business, and hence
suggested to avoid picking these use cases.

Exhibit 2 - Questions for DFV workshop
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Exhibit 3 - DFV 2x2 categorization matrix

Getting stakeholder alignment and spreading
awareness
Leaders deciding to adopt digital twins need to chalk
out their business goals and work on the adoption
strategy & roadmap in the initial phase. But before
this, to have a quicker turnaround time in the initial
strategy phase, it is important to work on the following
steps:

•

•

•

•

•

•

For a start, identify the stakeholders and map them
according to the above Interest-Influence Matrix for
stakeholder analysis (Refer Exhibit 4).
Start educational mailers and webinars on digital
twin, the business impact, and its prevalent
applications across the organization.
Form or utilize the Centre of Excellence to lead and
work on the pilot, to have a common vision and
exposure across the units in the organization.
Start portraying digital twin success stories to the
Leadership and secure an early buy-in from the
‘High power – High Interest’ stakeholder group.
The stakeholders having high influence need to be
brought on board for the strategy, funding, and
approvals.
The stakeholders carrying high interest in the
project can help in digital twin awareness
campaigns.

For spreading awareness and initiate preparedness for
the digital twin program, it is also important to:
•

•
Exhibit 4 - Stakeholder alignment and spreading awareness10

•
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Start identifying and creating the right mix of
focused talent with domain as well as technical
expertise.
Initiate parallel market research and vendor
discussions for probable solution implementation.
Conduct Design Thinking workshops to choose
and align use cases with the organization’s vision,
strategy and business goals.
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Adoption of digital twin
For successful implementation and adoption of digital
twin technology and harnessing the technology to
derive maximum potential, the pilot use case needs to
be scaled across the verticals or the organization.
a.

b.

c.

d.

The scaling of digital twin needs to progress in
a phased approach from a POC to an
operational digital twin. Agile or SAFe
methodology can be effectively used to identify
and complete milestones and validate the
outputs periodically.
The choice of technology is important while
building your digital twin. It is recommended to
choose technologies that support scaling, give
the necessary performance, and platforms to
scale efficiently.
Scaling calls for organization-wide changes
such as ways of working, hierarchy, functional
reporting, technology architecture, systems and
processes, compensation, HR policy, Training,
etc.,
Apart from managing the aspect of change
management, it is also important to set good
Master
Data
Management
and
Data
Governance in place. These activities can be

e.

f.

g.

done by establishing data discipline centers and
assigning the responsibilities such that data
standards and governance is maintained within
the organization.
Scaling can happen successfully only with a
proper deployment process (of the twin to
various assets). It is important to set this in
place before scaling to multiple assets.
The digital twin should account for scalability by
design. It shouldn't be built with very niche
requirements to meet the needs of a particular
asset.
When a digital twin solution is launched, the
organization must perform sufficient due
diligence to ensure the digital twin can function
in a multi-asset model instead of using a single
asset.

Exhibit-5 explains the 4E framework suggested for the
adoption of change management.

Exhibit 5 – 4E Framework for Change Management approach
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Delivering solutions incrementally
Instead of delivering very large-scale solutions,
organizations should drive small-scale tangible
business cases and scale them across assets. This
approach is very de-risked while simultaneously
helping to fail fast if an option doesn’t work. This way,
the organization can rapidly change course and work
toward a different solution with a much lower technical
debt.
Scale the digital twin right
Today, there are multiple frameworks to implement a
digital twin solution like the 3-layer framework or the 4layer framework10,11. However, these frameworks
emphasize integrating the static and dynamic forms of
data. But with the developments of new technologies,
it is vital to create an enhanced multilayer framework
for digital twin. We suggest a 6-layer framework that
converges physical and virtual layers by developing
an interactive environment combined with intelligence
and security. Adopting the 6-layer framework will help
organizations gain real-time insights and have a
robust and sustainable solution.

Engineering layer - This is a static layer and consists
of asset information, data glossary and static
information for the components involved in our use
case, classified as structured data. It will also consist
of designs, drawings, blueprints, etc., classified into
unstructured data.
Transactional layer – This layer captures dynamic
and real-time data from various operational data
sources such as ERP systems, SAP systems,
procurement software, logistics applications, project
life-cycle management (PLM) applications, IoT
sensors monitoring physical assets, and daily
transactions data sources such as databases, etc.
Integration layer - The integration layer is the layer
that marries the static data, whether structured or
unstructured (engineering layer), with the dynamic and
transactional data (transactional layer) through
contextualization. It depicts the working data model of
the components or assets identified for the use cases
by creating a single source of information.

6-layer enhanced digital twin framework

The above three layers are present in multiple digital
twin frameworks.

Below are the 6-layers from our enhanced digital twin
framework:

The 4th layer in some 4-layer frameworks is the
interactive layer.

Exhibit 6 - Enhanced digital twin framework
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Interactive layer - The interactive layer, including the
visualization component, is the most vital part of the
digital twin. It allows the operator/end-user to
experience the digital twin as if they are experiencing
the working model in real life. The user can interact
with the digital twin in multiple ways:

Effective data management

•

•

•

•

Access the 2D/3D models using an interactive
interface to interact and control the operating
assets
Use AI-ML and analytical platforms to forecast
operational maintenance insights along with
real-time simulations for decision making
Use AR/VR/MR technologies to have an
immersive experience with a scaled 3D model,
have a complete 360-degree field view, and an
in-person experience

Digital twins thrive on data fetched from disparate
sources in non-uniform formats. Building the digital twin
model requires effective data management for a
consistent data flow throughout the twin. It includes:

•

•
•

•

We have enhanced the existing frameworks with the
following layers:

Enabling connected systems to fetch the data
from its historical or real-time sources
Store data appropriately. A Data Lake suits large
unstructured data while a warehouse suits
structured data. Depending on your needs, an
appropriate decision is to be taken.
Ensure data standardization
Have an end-to-end data mapping process in
place to avoid unnecessary data flowing and
persisting through the digital twin
Ensure user-specific Data Governance policies
in the program

Digital layer – The digital layer consumes the ready-touse information from the Integration layer with added
intelligence using Industry 4.0 technologies like
Machine Learning, Deep Learning, and Artificial
Intelligence. This integration helps bring a decision
framework to identify the current behavior patterns and
predict the futuristic patterns.

Enhanced security
The integrated data, analytical data, and visual data
should be completely secured from any possible
breaches, internal or external, frauds or cyber security
attacks. This can be done by enforcing multiple security
policies. The policy enforcement should be based on
the type of data and the audience of consumption.

Security layer – A digital twin is mostly stitched with
multiple applications, databases, and systems coming
together on the same platform. So, security should be
set up at the periphery of the platform, hosting the
entire solution or at individual layers or both places.
This security enhancement will help mitigate the threat
of cyber-attacks, internal and external fraud, data
breaches, and other issues that threaten the system's
integrity and erode trust in the data it produces and
consumes.

Security for digital twin can be implemented by
following methods:

We suggest implementing feedback loops in the
enhanced digital twin framework along with the above
six layers, which paves a path for continuous
integration and sustainability.

•

•
•

•
•

Feedback loops – These loops (indicated by the twoway arrows in Exhibit 6) enable bidirectional
information movement in the twin. Using a feedback
loop will enable the digital twin model to allow users to
feed information back into the same model to help
derive matured and optimized insights in the future,
making the digital twin model ‘sustainable’ in a true
sense.
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Maintain role-based access control lists with
active directory for appropriate authentication
and authorization,
Continuously refresh access control lists for
maintaining appropriate audience
Allow creation of private links to access
integrated applications using the private
endpoints over the Private Virtual Network
(VNET)
Encrypt the data at rest and in-transit using
encryption keys
Implement cybersecurity protocols and policies
to safeguard the digital twin model and data from
hackers
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CONCLUSION
Building a digital ecosystem using digital twins will enable
industries to improve their bottom-line, have better decisionmaking power, and at the same time, protect the environment
by reducing carbon footprint significantly. Also, the best part
of digital twin application for industries is to know about
failures in the virtual world, and not execute them in real-life
thereby emphasizing the topic, “Failing in virtual world is
not expensive”
Therefore, leaders across multiple sectors are coming
forward to adopt the digital twin across various companies.
However, with the business challenges they face throughout
their journey, many are not sure how to proceed with the
implementation of the twins.
Our suggestions in this point of view will hopefully help to
address these challenges effectively and move forward. As
the digital twin market continues to mature, industries like oil
and gas, utilities, manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, retail, etc.
are bound to witness a higher digital twin adoption rate. More
standards and open-source integrations entering the market
would assist the industries in building and consuming the
digital twins. Organizations should not miss out on
opportunities to implement this technology and reap the
continuous benefits from these sustainable models.
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